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I. Walker’s Appeal
Jean Yellin, a well-known scholar of African American history 
and literature, declares in her book, The Intricate Knot: Black Figures in 
American Literature, 1776-1863 (1972), that “[m]odern literary portraits 
of black people have been shaped by the black figures which were 
outlined by Thomas Jefferson” (vii), and begins her comprehensive study 
of black figures in American fiction in the period between the Declaration 
of Independence and the Emancipation Proclamation with a solid analysis 
of the black race that America’s third president delineates in Notes on the 
State of Virginia (1781). Yellin is quite right in her special attention to 
Jefferson’s Notes, for many African American activists and writers were 
to react against the black figure stamped in the book. 
David Walker was one of the earliest African Americans who, in 
fear of its inerasable impact, attempted to repudiate it. In his powerful 
political document, David Walker’s Appeal to the Coloured Citizens of 
the World (1829), he urges his brethren to reprove Jefferson’s remarks 
on blacks: “I say, that unless we try to refute Mr. Jefferson’s arguments 
respecting us, we will only establish them” (18). Behind the sense of 
urgency expressed in the tone of Walker’s Appeal lies the increasing 
popularity of the American Colonization Society founded in 1816 (Hinks, 
Editor’s Notes 123, n.66) and the aggravating racism in the 1820s. 
Although the ideology of colonization was not entirely anti-black, it was 
very often entwined with the prejudice against the black race: blacks are 
inherently inferior to whites so that the two races cannot intermix and 
that they should go back to their mother land (Hinks, Introduction xxvii, 
xxix-xxx). While the white suffrage was gradually expanded in the period
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of nation building after the Revolution, the laws restricting blacks were 
reinforced or newly made. Even in the North racial discrimination was 
rampant: blacks were segregated in “all public facilities” like churches, 
schools, restaurants, and transportation vehicles (Hinks, Introduction 
xxix); they had to see everywhere “[c]uts and placards descriptive 
of the negroe’s deformity” (Price 106-07). Those visible signs and 
discriminatory laws indicate the popular sentiment of the time that blacks 
are inferior species, closer to animals. This is in keeping with what 
Jefferson represents of them in Notes in which they are associated with 
the “Orang-Outan” in order to justify the existent Southern slavery1. 
Hereby is Walker’s vehement rebuttal to him.
Walker’s fury, however, is not directed to the private Jefferson alone. 
He makes Jefferson the target of his attack strategically and politically as 
well; he takes advantage of his fame as a distinguished president of the 
United States, as the chief drafter of the Declaration of Independence, 
and as a wealthy slaveholder. Just as he emphasizes the impact of the fact 
that “a man of such great learning, combined with such excellent natural 
parts,” should pronounce to the world “that we are inferior to the whites, 
both in the endowments of our bodies and our minds” (12), he reversely 
makes use of his fame in proving the racist discourse permeated in the 
contemporary society to be groundless by attacking the idea of Jefferson 
as that of the Representative Man. Jefferson is indeed a good example 
to expose how wrong and cruel the debasement of African Americans 
is, for he is the author of the Declaration of Independence that endorses 
the essential principle of democracy, “all men are created equal.” Thus 
the contradiction of the new Republic is most explicitly revealed in 
the nation’s representative man, Thomas Jefferson, who was at once a 
prominent advocate of democracy and a slaveholder. 
Peter Hinks, a scholar of David Walker, maintains that the 
contradiction of American republicanism existing together with slavery 
was not unobserved by “white thinkers and orators” but that “for an 
African American to come forward and ridicule and accuse American 
pretentions was a bold and, possibly dangerous action, even in the late 
1820s” (To Awaken My Afflicted Brethren 176). It might have been even 
more precarious for him to dethrone Jefferson from the pedestal of the 
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symbol of American democracy. Hinks further asserts that, though some 
African Americans criticized “the idea of black inferiority” with the aid 
of the Christian doctrine of equality of men before God, none had ever 
accused Jefferson or his Notes as the source of racial prejudice before the 
appearance of Appeal (178). And “no African American prior to Walker 
had attacked the Virginian’s hypotheses with anywhere near as much 
vehemence or scope” (178). 
Walker’s bold action led to the rumor that he was murdered, a 
rumor whispered among black communities, when he was found dead 
at the door of the second-hand clothing store that he ran, in July, 1830, 
within a year after the publication of Appeal. Whether his death was 
caused by poisoning or by illness, one thing is at least certain: he had 
been constantly in danger of being killed immediately after the book 
appeared2. What Walker tried to do at the risk of his own life was to 
elucidate the contradiction of American democracy and the injustice of 
the subjugation of black people in such a way that everyone, even an 
uneducated black, could see them clearly, and thereby to appeal to the 
world for the abolition of slavery. Those antislavery discourses were to 
be followed not only by black abolitionists like Frederick Douglass and 
William Wells Brown, but white ones as well such as Richard Hildreth 
and Harriet Beecher Stowe. It is essential, therefore, to scrutinize 
Walker’s speech against Jefferson in order to assess the achievements of 
those antislavery writers in the 1850s.  
II. Jefferson’s Notes and Walker’s Rebuttal in the Appeal
Walker’s Appeal published in 1829 consists of four articles with 
the Preamble at the beginning. Its structure apparently follows that of the 
Constitution of the United States, probably aiming to evoke the issue of 
slavery involved in the sacred document of the new Republic. The main 
assertion of the first article is stated in the opening passage: “we, (coloured 
people of these United States of America) are the most wretched, 
degraded and abject set of beings that ever lived since the world began, 
and that the white Americans having reduced us to the wretched state of 
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slavery, treat us in that condition more cruel . . . than any heathen nation 
did any people whom it had reduced to our condition” (9). Walker insists 
in the passage that black people are made by the white Americans “the 
most wretched, degraded and abject set of beings that ever lived since the 
world began.” The italicized terms such as “most wretched” and “ever 
lived” convey his insistence that American slavery is the worst institution 
in the world history as well as his indignation at the “degraded” condition 
of the black.  
This responds directly to Jefferson’s Notes, for he argues that, 
although Greek and Roman slaves were more severely treated than 
American slaves in the South, they left many marvelous pieces of art, 
while the latter produced nothing worth being called art, and concludes, 
“It is not their condition then, but nature, which has produced the 
distinction” (149). Walker is thus compelled to prove, first of all, that 
no slavery in the past was crueler and more inhuman than the existent 
slavery in America; he somehow seems to admit the lack of arts produced 
by African Americans, so that he has to overturn the author’s hypothesis 
about the condition in which they are put. He dates back to the age of 
Biblical heroes like Joseph and Moses and, comparing the Israelites 
kept in bondage in Egypt and the blacks under the American slavery, 
for example, he attempts to persuade the reader that “the sufferings of 
Israel . . . under heathen Pharaoh” was not so harsh as “ours under the 
enlightened Christians of America” (11). As evidence for his assertion, 
Walker illustrates the major cruel treatments African Americans 
habitually undergo in a rhetorical question, referring to the degree of the 
hardship of the Helots among the Spartans: “[Can] any man show me 
an article on a page of ancient history which specifies, that, the Spartans 
chained, and handcuffed the Helots, and dragged them from their wives 
and children, children from their parents, mothers from their suckling 
babies, wives from their husbands, driving them from one end of the 
country to the other?” (15). It is evident that he enumerates here the 
sufferings of American slaves in the form of question about Helots. 
This kind of listing afflictions black slaves experience in order to 
impress the horror of the system is repeated again and again in Appeal; 
the strategy was to be employed a decade later in a more thorough way 
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in Theodore Weld’s American Slavery As It Is: Testimony of a Thousand 
Witnesses (1839), one of the most aggressive abolitionist documents in 
the 1830s, which Stowe consulted when writing her Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
(Hedrick 230-31).   
Another strategic device of Appeal that developed and expanded 
fully in Weld’s book is the use of newspaper articles and advertisements. 
Walker introduces, for instance, an article from a South Carolina paper 
that criticizes the “barbarity of the Turks” who “treat the Greek more 
like brutes than human beings” (15). And, by juxtaposing this “humane” 
article and an advertisement in the same paper of eight well-built negro 
men and four negro women for sale, Walker lets the reader judge if the 
paper is really humane; he directs, furthermore, the reader’s attention 
to the irony that the same newspaper reports “the cuts of three men 
[runaways], with clubs and budgets on their backs, and an advertisement 
offering a considerable sum of money for their apprehension and 
delivery” (15). This strategy of rendering a newspaper article or 
advertisement suggestive of appalling violence speak of the reality 
that Southern slaves face gives him a strong disproof of the inveterate 
proslavery discourse that they are content with their present condition 
without any worries about food, clothes, or housing3. Having reiterated 
the oppression under which slaves are kept ignorant, Walker protests 
that they have no chance to develop their talents and, in this way, insists, 
reversing Jefferson’s assertion, that it is condition, and not nature, which 
has brought the present inactive creativity. 
Walker’s protest against the oppression is not limited to the physical 
damage alone, but extends also to the spiritual one. Eugene Genovese 
finds one of the characteristics of Walker’s document in the discussion of 
how the racism had wounded blacks’ heart and hampered the nurturing of 
their self-respect:
In his discussions of miscegenation, of hostility toward the free 
Negroes, and of the flagrant racism of Thomas Jefferson and other 
prominent Americans, he demonstrates that the Negroes were 
damaged much more by having their manhood denied them than 
by actual physical deprivation. Walker’s essay, read carefully, 
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provides ample evidence and argument to show that slavery, in its 
racist American form, demoralized most of its victims and stripped 
them of their dignity and self-respect. (364) 
As Genovese implies, it is significant that Walker sheds light on the 
psychological effect of slavery upon African Americans, both free and 
bound. Weld, on the other hand, never delved into the psychological 
wounds blacks suffer though he introduced much more dreadful examples 
to testify the physical violence under the slavery. Or, for the matter of 
that, almost all white abolitionists keep silent or seem to be unconscious 
of, or indifferent to, their injured pride. Walker’s anxiety lies here; unless 
blacks themselves subvert the distorted portraiture, the image of black 
inferiority cannot be swept out. He is one of the earliest black abolitionists 
who stressed the importance to speak out their side against the dominant 
white discourse of what blacks are. 
We, and the world wish to see the charges of Mr. Jefferson refuted 
by the blacks themselves, according to their chance; for we must 
remember that what the whites have written respecting this subject, 
is other men’s labours, and did not emanate from the blacks. (17)
Considering that to write a story of the blacks by the blacks themselves4, 
or to reverberate the voice that “emanate[s] from the blacks,” has been a 
lasting subject of black writers from Douglass and Francis Harper up to 
the modern novelists like Toni Morrison, we can understand Walker’s 
remarkable prescience. It might be worth remembering here, for example, 
that Douglass deliberately added “Written by Himself” to the title of his 
first autobiography. 
III. Awakening the Slumbering African Americans
Having refuted the idea of black inferiority by asserting that 
blacks are forced into the wretched situation by the slavery and that 
they are capable of improvement just like whites only if they are given 
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opportunities to learn, Walker then appeals to his brethren to make every 
effort to improve themselves. For this purpose, he first chides them for 
their ignorance. The episode of a shoeblack being perfectly contented 
with polishing whites’ shoes is a typical one he gives to show how 
ignorant blacks are. He criticizes the shoeblack’s narrow views that 
confine him to the lowest, subjugated status in society. 
Another typical example he introduces to illustrate their deplorable 
self-satisfaction is the black father who believes that he has given his son 
good education only because the son writes a good hand when, in fact, 
he knows nothing of grammar; the father cannot understand that writing 
a good hand does not mean composing correct sentences. Walker urges 
complacent fathers like him to realize that what they think of “education” 
is nothing; and he never fails to point out that this kind of “almost 
universal ignorance among us” is caused by the fact that the school 
committee would not allow blacks to study grammar (35-36). 
The most conspicuous case, however, in which black ignorance 
manifest itself, according to Walker, is seen in the episode of a slave 
woman helping the white master instead of her oppressed brethren. He 
cites an article from a recent issue (Aug. 22, 1829) of the Columbian 
Centinel, a Boston newspaper, which reports the details of “[a] most 
shocking outrage . . . committed in Kentucky” (25), and accuses the 
slave woman who saved a negro driver attacked almost to death by the 
rebellious slaves and whose help consequently led to the capture of all the 
slaves. Denouncing this woman’s action as deceitful, Walker justifies the 
murdering of the white oppressors, for they are analogous to devils that 
deprive men of their natural rights that God has endowed them with: “it is 
no more harm for you to kill a man, who is trying to kill you, than it is for 
you to take a drink of water when thirsty” (28).
Walker regards the woman’s almost spontaneous rescue of the 
slave driver as characteristic of slaves; “we are too servile to assert our 
rights as men” (65). Beneath his reproach on her, there are two things 
he feels crucial to inculcate into his “slumbering brethren” (5): 1) the 
consciousness of their right to freedom and 2) the necessity for them to 
unite to resist the tyranny of whites. “One of the principal burdens of the 
Appeal,” Peter Hinks maintains in his To Awaken My Afflicted Brethren, 
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“was to communicate to African Americans that they were not dependent 
on or obligated to whites, that they were wholly free agents, and that they 
could come to assume responsibility for the moral application of that 
freedom” (221). Awakening the sense of liberty as essential to man in 
each individual, Walker believes, leads to the collective bond of African 
Americans, which, in turn, provides them with strength to resist slavery. 
In attributing the cause of the defeat of Hannibal, an ancient Carthaginian 
general, to the dis-unitedness of his people and their inability to support 
him, he therefore urges them to unite so as not to be kept controlled by 
whites. 
This problem is connected in his mind with Jefferson’s insulting 
remarks on African Americans which “have sunk deep into the hearts of 
millions of the whites, and never will be removed,” for “how can they, 
when we are confirming him every day, by our groveling submissions and 
treachery?” (30). Walker deplores that, seeing “the ignorant deceptions 
and consequent wretchedness of my brethren,” he almost believes that 
blacks were made slaves to serve the whites by God (30). And this is all 
the more reason for him to encourage them to improve themselves. His 
fervent address is especially directed to the free and learned blacks: 
Men of colour, who are also of sense, for you particularly is my 
APPEAL designed. Our more ignorant brethren are not able to 
penetrate its value. I call upon you therefore to cast your eyes upon 
the wretchedness of your brethren, and do your utmost to enlighten 
them—go to work and enlighten your brethren! (30)
Walker is certain that, without the enlightenment of the whole black race, 
they will have no power to gain freedom nor to unite together to fight 
against racism. His firm belief in the education of his brethren comes 
also from his belief in the just God who punishes the oppressors and 
delivers the suffering from them. As Dolan Hubbard minutely examines 
the elements of New England jeremiad in Appeal, its speech follows the 
traditional American jeremiad5. Walker seems to believe in millennialism, 
and he is almost a prophet to preach his people to pave the way for the 
advent of the Messiah by doing utmost to improve themselves and their 
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more wretched brethren: “Let the Lord see you doing what you can 
to rescue them and yourselves from degradation” (30). The effort for 
improvement is considered also a call for God’s salvation. The issue of 
religion thus becomes the main subject of Article III.
 
IV. Religious Hypocrisy of Americans
Walker’s criticism is particularly harsh against religious hypocrisy, 
since the indiscriminate doctrine of Christianity is incompatible with the 
idea of slavocracy, overlordship of a person over another. “[T]housands 
of them,” Walker illustrates the contradiction of American Christians, 
“will absolutely beat a coloured person nearly to death, if they catch 
him on his knees, supplicating the throne of grace,” whereas the pagans, 
like Jews and Mahometans, try to convert them to their religions (39). 
Or, white mobs, calling themselves “patrols,” would attack and disperse 
black persons who have gathered to pray God: “the wretches would burst 
in upon them and drag them out and commence beating them as they 
would rattle-snakes” (39). Douglass also describes a similar scene in his 
1845 narrative in which his Sunday school for educating his brethren to 
read the Bible suddenly terminated when some white men “came upon 
us with sticks and other missiles, drove us off” (78); he emphasizes the 
disparity between the public face of Southern Christians and their violent 
obstruction to the black religious action, by pointing out that some of 
those mobbish whites are “class-leaders,” and concludes the scene with 
the sentence, “Thus ended our little Sabbath school in the pious town of 
St. Michael’s” (78).
Towards the American ministers, Walker’s rebuke is even 
harsher. He criticizes them first for being silent about slavery when their 
duty should be to preach universal equality of men and to awaken the 
benighted black people to Christ’s love. Some of them even support 
slavery. Ironically enough, they “send out missionaries to convert the 
heathen” outside America, “while they keep us and our children sunk at 
their feet in the most abject ignorance and wretchedness that ever a people 
was afflicted with since the world began” (39). They, furthermore, treat 
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blacks as if they were “domestic beast,” holding the Bible in their hand 
(40). Walker calls such hypocritical clergymen “pretended preachers,” 
equating them with an “Infidel or Deist” (40). 
His lament over the degradation of American Christianity 
reaches its climax when he begins to warn white Americans of coming 
destruction, repeating the rhetorical phrase, “their cup is nearly full” 
(41-42). Just as in the traditional jeremiad, Walker assumes the attitude 
of a prophet of the Old Testament, urging Americans—whose hearts 
are hardened and who would not listen to him—to repent before the 
impending final destruction:
I tell you Americans! that unless you speedily alter your course, you 
and your Country are gone!!!!!! For God Almighty will tear up the 
very face of the earth!!! . . . I hope that the Americans may hear, but 
I am afraid that they have done us so much injury, and are so firm 
in the belief that our Creator made us to be an inheritance to them 
for ever, that their hearts will be hardened, so that their destruction 
may be sure. This language, perhaps is too harsh for the American’s 
delicate ears. But Oh Americans! Americans!! I warn you in the 
name of the Lord . . . to repent and reform, or you are ruined!!! (42)
Walker is sure that the heavenly Lord will avenge the sin that the white 
people have committed to the black, unless they repent, for God is just. 
His speech is, to be sure, in the strain of Puritan jeremiad, lamenting 
for the divergence of Americans from the Christian ideals and warning 
them of the approaching devastation. Yet it also echoes Notes where 
Jefferson voices his fear of the wrath of just God in Query XVIII after he 
declares that the racial “difference of colour, and perhaps of faculty, is a 
powerful obstacle to the emancipation” of African American slaves (151) 
in Query XIV: 
Indeed I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just: 
that his justice cannot sleep for ever: that considering numbers, 
nature and natural means only, a revolution of the wheel of fortune, 
an exchange of situation, is among possible events: that it may 
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become probable by supernatural interference! The Almighty has 
no attribute which can take side with us in such a contest. (169)
   
Despite the long and seemingly scientific discussion on racial inferiority 
of the black and its consequent justification of the Southern slavery, 
Jefferson utters here his unquenchable worries over the day when God’s 
justice might be done upon his country. As if to respond to his anxiety 
over “my country,” Walker foretells its future, “[U]nless you speedily 
alter your course, you and your Country are gone!!!!!!” (42). Hubbard 
calls this “Jeffersonian Jeremiad” and thinks that the basis of Walker’s 
Appeal consists in the expansion of its apocalyptic tone (338). Walker’s 
application of the “Jeffersonian Jeremiad” to his Appeal, however, goes 
much further than that, for Walker seems to know very well where the 
Virginian’s apocalyptic fear arises from; the demographic majority of 
blacks in many of the Southern states, and the frequent slave revolts and 
conspiracies. 
Wilmington, North Carolina, where Walker was born and grew 
up, “had an indisputable predominance of black residents” (Hinks, To 
Awaken My Afflicted Brethren 9). The place had historically been a region 
for naval stores and lumber, and blacks “performed virtually all the labor” 
in the industry of pine derivatives from cutting the trees to procure the 
sap to keeping the kilns to change turpentine into tar, and they “likewise 
dominated in the lumber industry” (Hinks, To Awaken My Afflicted 
Brethren  3). The South that Walker had seen when young “relied heavily 
on black labor and artisanry” (Hinks xii), and yet kept the black majority 
in the lowest state to serve the white minority. Slave conspiracies and 
revolts had long frequented the area since the colonial time, but during the 
Revolutionary era, rebellious slaves, taking advantage of the disturbances 
of the war and of “their owners’ democratic rhetoric,” began to increase 
their resistance and, in spite of the continuous governmental suppression, 
slave uprising continued in the early nineteenth century (Hinks, To 
Awaken My Afflicted Brethren 40-43). The most conspicuous ones were 
Gabriel’s (1800) and subsequent rebels of 1801-2, and Denmark Vesey’s 
conspiracy in 1822, the latter of which, Hinks suggests, Walker witnessed 
at first hand (Introduction xxi; To Awaken My Afflicted Brethren 39, 63). 
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In addition to this, the news of the Haitian Revolution (1791-1804) had 
reached the South; its bloody details were reported by the French who had 
fled from the battleground of St. Domingue. The news of the overthrow 
of the rulers by their servants, of the birth of a new nation of black people, 
would have stimulated the suffering slaves to resist the tyranny, while it 
certainly alarmed slaveholders along the eastern coast so much that they 
attempted to prevent “white émigrés” and free blacks from “disembarking 
on their shores” or from “contaminating their slaves” (Hinks, To Awaken 
My Afflicted Brethren 47). 
Jefferson’s fear of a future reversal of the positions between the 
white and the black, therefore, was no mere fancy to David Walker, but 
rather a realistic possibility felt in the actual life of the South that he 
experienced. He probably recognized in the perusal of Notes that this 
kind of fear would be a sore spot to shoot to move whites, for he uses the 
strategy of stirring the fear in a crescendo until it reaches the maximum 
with the repeated passage with two capitalized terms: “O Americans! 
Americans!! I call God—I call angels—I call men, to witness, that your 
DESTRUCTION is at hand, and will be speedily consummated unless 
you REPENT” (45).
V. Walker’s Rebuttal to the Colonization
The last part of Appeal, Article IV, deals with the ideology of 
colonization, the most pressing issue to the contemporary blacks. As is 
already mentioned, the American Colonization Society established in 
1816 and its plans to transmit free blacks to Africa became very popular 
in the 1820s. Walker and other African American leaders in the North 
were alarmed by this movement of black relocation led by the whites. He 
therefore devotes his energies to reveal the lie of the colonizationists in 
the final article. 
Comparing the two representatives, Henry Clay, a famous Whig 
politician, who endorses the colonizing plan, and Richard Allen, a black 
leader in Philadelphia who questions the ideas of colonization, Walker 
presses the reader to choose between the two alternatives, whether to 
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remain at home or to leave for Africa. He denounces Clay’s proposal 
as having nothing to do with the question of emancipation or with the 
abolition of slavery, but as a scheme to get free blacks “away from among 
those of our brethren . . . so that they may be enabled to keep them the 
more secure in ignorance and wretchedness . . . and consequently they 
would have the more obedient slaves” (49). Walker gives three major 
reasons for condemning it. It is impossible, in the first place, to give the 
blessing of American civilization to the benighted land of Africa, as the 
colonizationist envisions, by sending African Americans who are kept 
ignorant in the States. Secondly he cannot trust this Southern politician 
from Virginia who now lives in another slave state, Kentucky, because 
he helps sending those poor fugitive slaves back to their owners, being 
sympathetic for slaveholders who are bothered by slave resistance:  
Do you believe that Mr. Henry Clay, late Secretary of State, and 
now in Kentucky, is a friend to the blacks, further, than his personal 
interest extends? Is it not his greatest object and glory upon earth, 
to sink us into miseries and wretchedness by making slaves of us, to 
work his plantation to enrich him and his family? (52) 
In contrast with this debasement of Clay, he glorifies Richard Allen, 
a black minister in Philadelphia, who founded the African Methodist 
Episcopal Church to contribute to the enlightenment of the black 
people. He tells the reader that Allen saw through the real purpose of the 
colonization plan, that is, perpetuation of slavery by means of expelling 
free blacks out of America and thereby securing slaves against any 
agitation for liberty. This clergy, he continues to praise him, published his 
refutation against the plan despite the great danger which would follow 
the opposition that a black voiced: “Why should they send us into a far 
country to die? . . . the free must be sent away, and those who remain, 
must be slaves. . . . This land which we have watered with our tears and 
our blood, is now our mother country, and we are well satisfied to stay 
where wisdom abounds and the gospel is free” (60). The last part of the 
passage cited here from the Freedom’s Journal constitutes the third major 
ground for resisting the colonization. America is blacks’ country as well 
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as whites’; the blacks have even more right to the land than the whites, 
because “we have enriched it with our blood and tears” (67). Walker 
calls out to his brethren for their firm resolution to remain where they are: 
“Let no man of us budge one step, let slave-holders come to beat us from 
our country” (67).
Throughout the fourth article Walker condemns the colonization 
as the most detestable idea, and, at the same time, sums up what he has 
so far argued from Article I though Article III, amplifying the tone of his 
protest. And his speech increasingly makes distinct the division between 
the black and the white, the suffering people and the oppressors, the 
saved and the damned. He urges the latter to repent and alter their brutal 
way before the day of God’s judgment. Walker’s God is apparently 
blacks’, the just God who will revenge the whites—the blacks’ “natural 
enemies”—for their cruelties and deliver the suffering slaves from 
bondage: “I tell you that God will dash tyrants, in combination with 
devils, into atoms, and will bring you out from your wretchedness and 
miseries under these Christian People!!!!!!” (74).
Although Walker seems to approve of violence as a means of 
procuring freedom, he never endorses it; it might be much better, if it can 
be avoided. It is to press the whites to change their attitude and to treat the 
blacks as men, not as brutes, that he intensifies his aggressive tone almost 
into a bellicose one, for he believes that a peaceful reconciliation is still 
possible. It is up to the obdurate whites, not the blacks who are “not like 
you, hard heartened, unmerciful, and unforgiving. What a happy country 
this will be, if the whites will listen. What nation under heaven, will be 
able to do anything with us, unless God gives us up into its hand?” (73). 
Here all the conventional racial discourses are reversed: it is the whites, 
not the blacks, who are greedy and ignorant; it is the whites who are 
brutal and unreasonable; it is also the whites who should listen to others, 
be humble, and become human. And the future depends on the blacks, 
God’s chosen people, like Abraham and Lot: “But I tell you, that this 
country would have been given up long ago, was it not for the lovers of 
the Lord” (69). 
In the denouement of Appeal, Walker recites of the Declaration 
of Independence and makes Americans face again the contradiction 
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between the democracy they boast about and the slavery, between their 
ideal doctrine of equality of men and their cruelties that are hundred 
times greater than those by the British that Jefferson had inscribed in 
the document, saying, “See your Declaration Americans!!! Do you 
understand your own language? Hear your language, proclaimed to the 
world, July 4th, 1776” (78). This is the rhetoric that Stowe and Douglass 
are to elaborate in their antislavery writings.
  
VI. The Emergence of Antislavery Literature
It was indeed a bold and dangerous act for an African American to 
criticize whites in the 1820s, expressing hate for them, or calling them 
“natural enemies.” Even during the 1850s when slavery became an urgent 
issue of national discussion, black abolitionists took special care not to 
pique whites’ feelings. Walker seemed to be conscious of the risk of his 
outright speaking: “they may put me to death if they choose” (56). Yet he 
did not moderate his expression because he felt it his duty to publish the 
pamphlet to make his voice reach to the suffering blacks. In the beginning 
of Article IV, he declares that his writing is “the will of my Master” (47). 
In attributing the authorship of his work to God, he is close to Stowe who 
said some decades later that God made her write Uncle Tom’s Cabin 
(Douglas 30; Sundquist 5-6). 
The aggressive and frenzied tone of Appeal, however, earned 
frowns of disapproval even from those white abolitionists sympathetic for 
blacks. Benjamin Lundy, a Quaker abolitionist, for instance, condemns 
the Appeal as containing “the wildest strain of reckless fanaticism” and 
as designed to “rouse the worst passions of human nature” (qtd. in Hinks, 
Introduction xliii). Garrison, one of the most militant abolitionists in 
antebellum America, too, deprecates in 1831 “the spirit and tendency of 
this Appeal” though he admitted many merits contained in it (xliii). This 
kind of reprimand led to the later prolonged neglect of the Appeal. It will 
probably take the work still more period of time to be justly appreciated.    
The fanaticism or madness that the contemporary critics sensed 
in Walker’s speech perhaps came partly from the reiteration of certain 
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distinct ideas expressed in simplified dictions with powerful accents, 
cadences, and intonations that are often seen in African American 
evangelical sermons. As Walker himself mentions in the fourth article, 
his Appeal is written in a very simple language so that “the most ignorant, 
who can read at all, may easily understand” it (74). It is, in fact, expected 
to be read aloud by the literate black to the illiterates. Hinks suggests 
that it anticipates not so much silent reading as oral reading among a 
large group of unlettered blacks (Introduction xxxviii). The aggressive, 
sometimes threatening, and emotionally uplifting tone and repetitive 
simple phrases and sentences with subtle transformations are skillfully 
calculated to make his voice impressed in the mind of those who listen 
to his appeal. Probably for the purpose of intensifying the effect, Walker 
also uses visual signs to guide the reciter how to read such as exclamation 
marks, capital letters, italics, and graphic index fingers, just like forte 
or pianissimo in a musical score. Ames Beman, a black abolitionist, in 
Connecticut, remembered “how members of his community would gather 
to hear the Appeal and other antislavery works ‘read and re-read until 
their words were stamped in letters of fire upon our soul’’” (Hinks, 
Appendix 109). The emotionalism that dismayed white readers may yet 
another strategy to refute Jefferson’s Notes. To express brimming feelings 
shows that blacks are men, not brutes, as Jefferson implied in his Notes. It 
also alludes that Jefferson’s seemingly scientific writing is nothing but his 
“emotional” prejudice against blacks.
The fierce and provocative speech of the Appeal, then, was 
intentional; it meant to terrify whites on the one hand and to give 
assurance to blacks, on the other, that they have justifiable right to anger 
and resistance against the tyranny. Hinks, praising Walker’s Appeal 
as “masterpiece of exhortatory writing,” estimates the impact that it 
had on contemporary African Americans as comparable only to that of 
Thomas Paine’s Common Sense upon “the white patriots of revolutionary 
America” (To Awaken My Afflicted Brethren xiv). Yet the inflamatory 
book had even more prompt impact on slaveholders, for many Southern 
states immediately passed severe laws to restrict the black activities 
soon after its copies were found circulating: some required “the death 
penalty, against possession or distribution of Walker’s Appeal, or similar 
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materials” (Crockett 305). Henry Garnet said in 1848 that the “little 
book produced more commotion among slaveholders than any volume 
of its size that was ever issued from an American press” (Garnet, n.pag.). 
It marked, according to Hasan Crockett, the beginning of the the post-
1830 abolitionist movement6. It is often said that Appeal induced Nat 
Turner’s revolt of 1831 (Hubbard 331-32). Though we cannot know if 
Turner had ever read Walker’s Appeal or not, it is at least certain that the 
book contributed to Garrison’s transformation from a colonizationalist 
into an abolitionist (Hinks, Introduction xliii; Hinks, To Awaken My 
Afflicted Brethren, 112; Jacobs 2). Putting special emphasis on this fact, 
Douglass linked Walker, not Garrison, with “the origins of the organized 
antislavery movement” and his Appeal as “a righteous opening salvo 
defending African American integrity and power” (Hinks, To Awaken 
My Afflicted Brethren 115). With its powerful speech, Walker’s Appeal 
marked the emergence of antislavery literature.
Notes
This work is parfially supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 
16K02507.
1
 Linking the differences of appearance of the white and the black with the 
matter of racial hierarchy, Jefferson tries to prove that the black is inferior in 
beauty to the white:  
   
Are not the fine mixtures of red and white, the expressions of every 
passion by greater or less suffusions of colour in the one, preferable to that 
eternal monotony, which reigns in the countenances, that immoveable veil 
of black which covers all the emotions of the other race? Add to these, 
flowing hair, a more elegant symmetry of form, their own judgment in 
favour of the whites, declared by their preference of them, as uniformly as 
is the preference of the Oranootan for the black women over those of his 
own species. (145) 
The passage adumbrates the idea well permeated in the antebellum America that 
blacks are the missing link between human beings and animals. 
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2
 As for Walker’s mysterious death, many believed that he was poisoned 
because his aggressive protest caused many enemies. Henry Highland Garnet 
also refers, in his brief sketch of Walker published in 1848, to the opinion that he 
was killed by the means of poison, but he says that it is not certain. However, he 
adds the following passage, suggesting the possibility of being murdered:
He had many enemies, and not a few were his brethren whose cause he 
espoused. They said that he went too far, and was making trouble. So the 
Jews spoke of Moses. (n. pag.)
3
 Many of the plantation novels described happy slaves faithful, or even 
grateful, to their masters to show that they are content with the present condition 
under the slavery. See, for example, Mary Eastman’s Aunt Phillis’s Cabin.         
4
 It was perhaps for the same reason that Douglass added “Written by 
Himself” to the title of his first autobiography.  
5
 As for the characteristics of American jeremiad, see Sacvan Bercovitch’s 
The American Jeremiad.
6
 Crockett roughly divides the antislavery movement between the pre-1830 
reformers and the post-1830 abolitionists (305).
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